ALCESTE CRITICIZES "TWEEDLES"

Here the killjoy is back, bound to find fault. True he has, and his mind to keep in the future his unwelcome criticism to himself, but he is already he is dragged from his hole and commences to speak out, by the irresistible voice of the News Editor. To work then, and...

HOP TO INITIATE COLONIAL BALLOON

Sophomore Hop is to be held in the new ballroom at Colonial House, November fourteenth. There is an added sent to this dance since it is the first one to be held in Colonial House. Carolyn Freer is chairman of the Hop Committee. The other members are Adele King, Olive L. Har, Ruth Shuerman, Virginia Hawkins and Margaret Merriman. Last day is chairman of the decoration committee. The patrons and pattresses for the dance are President and Mrs. Benjamin T. Marshall, Dean Nye, and Dean Benedict. Miss Shuerman, Dr. and Mrs. H. W. Lawrence are honorary members of the class. Miss Helen Hoad, president of the senior class, will also attend Sophomore Hop.

SENIOl}R-FACULTY SOCCER GAME

On November 15, the long looked for combat between the aged Seniors and the young Faculty is to take place. This year's game is to be especially peppy, for each class entertainers committee is promising some fest or stunt to take place between quarters and halves. A lively parade will start things going.

Every year, the Senior class challenges the Faculty in a game of soccer, and every year the Faculty has re- ponded with equal or mightier, and in many cases have carried off the honors. The Seniors are going out for practices and there is no evidence showing that
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DR. JENSEN'S CLASSES PURCHASE BOOKS.

Library to Receive Gift.

One of the keenest desires of the average person is to read the literature of his own time, to appreciate contem- porary as well as standard authors. Since the college library of neededs must supply needed reference-books before considering the latest books, there has been a lack of available modern fiction, poetry, drama and biography.

At the suggestion of Professor Jensen, much consideration was given to the idea of an effective system for procuring the needed books. The plan, which met with eager approval, was that each student should contribute one dollar a semester and that the money should buy books chosen from a large list of contem- porary. They were to be added to the stocks of them recorded and some just off the press. The carrying out of this plan has established a happy agreement, in which the latest works of fact and fiction may be procured.

For the present, the use of the new books is limited to the Advanced Composition and Writing classes; but the books will soon be placed at the disposal of all students.

The list includes:

"Dark Laughter" by Anderson; "Jungle Days" by Beebe; "Prairie Fires" by Beebe; "Drums by Boyd; "Like Summer's Cloud by Brooks; "The Interpreter's House by Burt; "O'Malley of Shangamah by Byrne; "Professor's House by Cather; "Contemporary Plays by Dickinson and Crawford; "The King of Eilam's Daughter by Dunsany; "The Great Gatsby" by Flaggard; "Curvan by Galway; "The Way of Algonquin by Galworthy; "Soundings by Gibbs; "Barren Grounds by Gilmore; "Magic of the Nesmohk by Hemon; "The Master of the Inn by Herrick; "The Old Women of the Movies, etc. by Danes; "The Con- stant Nymph by Kenneth; "Orphan Island by Leland; "Martha Ann by Ollie Bean; "Dreams by MacKen; "Sard Harker by Masefield; "The Lump and the Bell by Miller; "The Song of Three Friends by J. G. Nervard; "The Book of Earth by Noyes; "Watchers of the Sky by Noyes; "Immig- rant to Inventor by Pupin; "My Dear Cousella by Rhoman; "Taboo by W. D. Steele; "The Kenworthy's by Margaret Wilson; "Mrs. Dalloway by Woolf.

STUDENTS TO HOLD RELIGIOUS CONFERENCE

The blank indifference and hostility of the average college student towards the Church will have an unobstructed op- portunity to express itself during the coming Christmas holidays at the Interdenomniational Student Confer- ence to be held at that time at Ecu- asion, Illinois. At this meeting students of a great many religious denomina- tions, and also many without denomini- onational connection, coming from all parts of the United States, will make an unbiased evaluation of the Church and its adequateness as machinery towards the achievement of a better social order.

College students, both those friendly and those indifferent to the Church, have long been aware of the ineffici- ence and comparative insufficiency of the Church in the face of the great problems of the day. Many of the friendly groups have despaired of working efficiently through the Church and are wondering whether other more means might not be more likely to produce results. During the summer months of this year several groups of students have made investigations of what the Church is actually doing in various fields. At the Conference this results of these investigations, com- bined with illuminating addresses by two "bosses" of speakers—those friendly and those hostile to the Church—will unite to form the evidence on which united youth will gauge its future pol- icies.

The Conference, which is expected to total over 1,200 students, will meet in the First Methodist Episcopal
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Coming down from Boston on a rail- road train an alumna of C. C. and I saw a huddle of many things, I mean many things, that were not related with college life, and she said the following statement that there were some things which connected the college with the seashore seen to Ocean Beach. Perhaps that would not seem so startling that there have always lived near the shore, but to one who spends most of her life in the Middle West, the ocean is always so interesting, inspiring and restful, that it seems a pity more trips are not planned to the beach on Saturdays. There are few weeks in the year that it is not a worthwhile outing.

And speaking of trips, would it not be a good idea for us to become acquainted with the history of this lovely spot? The Public Library of New London has issued a leaflet from which the following are taken:

The Ancient Burial Ground—It may be interesting to know that the Burial ground is the oldest burial ground in the county, which has no trace of a single pair. The grave stones have been placed close to each other, and in the middle is a large stone, on which are inscribed the names of those who rest there. The stones are made of granite, and are very old. The oldest of them is the oldest in the county, and is said to be over two hundred years old.

The Huguenot Cemetery—This cemetery is one of the oldest in the county, and is said to have been the resting place of the Huguenots who settled in the town. The stones are made of granite, and are very old. The oldest of them is the oldest in the county, and is said to be over two hundred years old.

The Huguenot House—This house is said to have been the home of the Huguenots who settled in the town. The stones are made of granite, and are very old. The oldest of them is the oldest in the county, and is said to be over two hundred years old.

The Huguenot Church—This church is said to have been the meeting place of the Huguenots who settled in the town. The stones are made of granite, and are very old. The oldest of them is the oldest in the county, and is said to be over two hundred years old.

The Huguenot School—This school is said to have been the place where the Huguenots were taught and instructed. The stones are made of granite, and are very old. The oldest of them is the oldest in the county, and is said to be over two hundred years old.

The Huguenot Post Office—This post office is said to have been the place where the Huguenots received their mail. The stones are made of granite, and are very old. The oldest of them is the oldest in the county, and is said to be over two hundred years old.
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HEALTH, THE COURSE TO BEAUTY.
Concluded from page 1, column 4.
get enough of it, one need not play golf, horseback, or take a paddling trip, although these are excellent diversions. If a person sleeps with window open winter and summer, gauze
silk, brick wall walk to a ride in a crowded car, does as much of the day’s work as possible on the porch, in the yard, or in a well ventilated room, it is possible to inhale all the pure air the body requires.

Everyone needs some form of exercise that is taken purely in the spirit of play. Gardening, for example, comes under this head; braid is splendid for the person who may never be able to play well. The exhilaration of the game, the dashing about in the open air in pursuit of the ball, has a tenet effect that routine work can never have. Golf, canoeing, rowing and hiking, romping, are also splendid “play” activities.

As a closing bit of advice, there is no preventive of wrinkles like freedom from worry. Furthermore, while worry remedies nothing at all, a successful fight against it leaves the mind free to solve its difficult problems.

In order to help make Americans a stronger and more beautiful people by spreading knowledge of health, the Na
tional Tuberculosis Association and its affiliated organizations are conducting their eighteenth annual Christmas seal sale throughout the country in December.

Mrs. J. Bennett Cooper formerly Margaret C. Davies, C. C., class of ’90, announces the birth of her daugh
ter, Margaret Beiting Cooper, November 3, 1925.
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trouble with our educational system is not in the faculties, but in the student body, a large part of which should never have come to college. The height of indifference is evidenced by the student who comes to the class room, wired in hambone counting the requisite number of minutes, after which, if no professor has arrived, he may leave the class. Mr. Howe believes that one of the best methods of creating a true republic of letters is to maintain a higher entrance standard, thus prohibiting "Good Times" students who are now flocking in ever increasing numbers to the colleges where the bursars are down, to the detriment, not only of the honest student, but of the teachers and the whole educational system.

-Barnard Bulletin
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JUNIORS DEFEAT SENIORS, 2 TO 0.

In the first hockey game of the season, the Juniors defeated the Seniors by a score of 2 to 0. The game was closely contested and hard fought. The result of trailing rules and street tactics showed up in the form of the game. The ball went from one end of the field to the other and both defenses were good, the goal-keepers playing excellent games. In the first half, Isabel Fisher made one goal, and in the second half she made another, thus making the only points scored in the game. Aside from off-side and out-of-bounds the game was clean and fast from beginning to end.

The Senior team had the ball under control many times but due to the good defense of the Juniors, failed to make a goal. Elizabeth Danmer and Rosomonde Beale did great defense work for the Seniors and Frances Williams and Marion Samson for the Juniors.

The line-up was as follows:

Juniors
H. Tillinghast ..... Grace Trappan
E. Sternberg ..... M. Halsted
M. Thompson ..... I. Fisher
I. Danham ..... E. Hunt
I. wheeler ..... M. Williams
E. Danner ..... W. Williams
center halfback
M. steeling ..... J. Maran
r. halfback
K. Knup ..... K. Foster
L. Gunther ..... R. Batte
K. garrison ..... M. Woodruff
I. fullback
E. Bebe ..... L. Lawson
goal

VALE DROPS DAILY CHAPEL.

Yet another college has revived the rather daily compulsory chapel. Hereafter Vale Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors will attend only three services a week. This change has been necessitated by the increasing number of undergraduates which has finally exceeded the capacity of Battell Chapel. While the Freshmen will still attend chapel daily, the other undergraduates will be divided into two groups, one going Monday, Wednesday and Friday, the other Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday. It is noticeable, that this change of a century old tradi-
tion in no way alters the compul-
sory element.

STUDENTS TO HOLD RELIGIOUS CONFERENCE.
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Church of Evacuation. This is located within three blocks of the Northwestern to take advantage of her campus is excellently fitted for Conference purposes. In spite of the fact that it will be held in a Church, the Conference is free from any obligations to the Church, as it
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